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A tiny start for a big aim

M

y name is Sheon and let me take you
to this exciting journey of celebrating
childhood with Shanti Juniors. It’s
always the most memorable journey and the
best of all the seasons which we call
“Childhood”. At Shanti Juniors, The Celebration
of Childhood continues throughout the year. Be it
learning, making friends, field trips, coloring,
painting, scribbling, dabbing and many such
activities, which make our Toddlers’ fun-world
more interesting and engaging. I love to play with
children and we together have lots of fun at our
Pre-School. You can have glimpses in upcoming
pages as how my cute friends enjoy their
schooling experience.

HELLO
PARENTS
Let me tell you Shanti Juniors aims,

TO PROVIDE WHOLESOME
EDUCATION TO OUR CHILDREN

OUR JUNIORS WOULD BE..
• Overcoming challenges with wisdom and tact
• Strong and smart adolescents who can make the right choices for themselves
• Precise and be able to decide holding key positions in their adulthood; making their parents, family and
alma-mater proud by their excellence
Making
our country proud with their skills, knowledge and expertise which they shall express with finesse in
•
whatever they do
• Global citizens of the world who respects their family, country, its culture and traditions
• Virtuous of human beings and proud citizens of India

CHILD’S FIRST PRE-SCHOOL IS THE PLACE
WHERE LOVE FOR LEARNING IS
DEVELOPED FOR A LIFETIME.

We at Shanti Educational Initiatives
Limited (SEIL) believe that Education is
what remains, after one forgets all that
has been taught. It is beyond
academics.

It is Learning from Life.
At SEIL, we shall lay your child’s
foundation, with great emphasis on
values and experiences. In a conducive
and friendly learning environment with
positive energy from the mentors,
every knowledge seeker at SEIL shall
become a global contributor.
SEIL aspires to nurture excellence,
global leadership and team spirit in our
learners.
As you browse through these pages,
you shall discover our dreams and
aspirations - the very essence of what
Shanti Juniors is all about. I take this
opportunity to invite you to be a part of
this educational odyssey and
experience learning at its helm.

The concept of Shanti Juniors was
brought into the early education sector
just to ensure that our children learn
and understand the basic learning,
ethics and values with immense purity.
This shall lead the child to be on the
right track since beginning and the child
keeps on grasping all the good things
around him/her. Moreover, we
encourage the individuals who have a
passion of early childhood education to
associate with us as our business
partner (franchisee). We call them
“Edupreneurs”, who have extended our
brand to deliver a better quality day by
day.

- Ms.Vineeta Chiripal

It seems just yesterday, when we
started with 6 Pre-Schools in the year
Mar’10 and now we’ve been flourishing
fast in major regions of India. Several
children have been nurtured till now by
Shanti Juniors and we receive
gratifying messages from parents and
the K-12 schools about child’s excellent
exit profile from Shanti Juniors. What
sets Shanti Juniors apart is the
detailing in each and every aspect of
the venture to allow our children
celebrate their childhood freely and
fruitfully.

(Managing Director, SEIL)

- Mr.Dharmesh Kapasi
(President, SEIL)

- Shri VedPrakash Chiripal
(Chairman, Chiripal Group of Companies)

MORE & MORE AWARDS OVER THE YEAR

We at Shanti Juniors (SJ) believe in celebrating childhood with the same intensity and love as you do for your child. A 2nd home of
your child, where s/he learns the external world through our own teaching methodology. We discovered this methodology after
intense research based on children’s response to their environment.

I

- Cube Learning Ladder
( I n q u i r y, I n t e r a c t i o n &
Innovation) is a teaching
process practised at Shanti
Juniors which inspires 4Cs
(Curiosity, Confidence, Creativity
& Continuity) in a Child.

4Cs

Curiosity
Creativity
Confidence
Continuity
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I Learning Ladder
inspires the 4Cs in a child

YOUR CHILD JUST DOESN’T LEARN HERE,
BUT LOVES TO LEARN.
FOREVER.

1. Inquiry : Inquiry describes the
child’s thirst for knowledge and
information. Children inquest everything
in their surroundings due to their basic
characteristic of being ‘Curious’.
2. I n t e r a c t i o n : E x p o s u r e t o
multifaceted teaching & learning aids
enhances the experiential learning and
nurtures holistic development of
children. Interaction is the best mode of
fulfilling inquisition which provides
confidence to a child with appropriate
knowledge and information.
3. Innovation : Innovation is an
expression of creativity. It’s boundless
and not limited to measurability. Each
creative expression is a new benchmark
on the child’s developmental
continuum.

This methodology is very much effective in inspiring Curiosity, Confidence,
Creativity and Continuity in a child to instill a habit of self-discovery right from the beginning.

WE JUST DON’T MAKE IT HAPPEN,
WE MAKE IT HAPPENING!

A

t SJ, the Curriculum comprises of a balanced blend of
the renowned Montessori Approach, Waldorf
Approach, High Scope Approach, Bank Street Approach
and Reggio Emilia Approach.

Our curriculum has been designed exclusively for an allround development of the child, taking into account their
cognitive, physical, social, emotional, development of
creativity and sensorial abilities.

A L LO W Y O U R C H I L D T O E N J O Y I N
OUR ENVIRONMENT CONDUCIVE TO LEARNING
Infrastructure : ‘Environs’ at Shanti Juniors have colorful
child-friendly interiors and furniture with an appealing
ambience. Our preschools have spacious classrooms,
activity areas and outdoors blessed with nature. Such
ambience invites and interests the children to endorse our
teaching methodology of I3 Learning Ladder.
Shanti Juniors’ curriculum and activities engage your child
with varied activities ensuring his/her a wholesome
development. We offer a stimulating and child-friendly
colorful environment for inquisitive young minds. The inbuilt
model in our educational program facilitates our toddlers to
show their learning in simple method. ‘Toys, teaching aids
and equipments’ form an integral part of our child-friendly
environs.
Teachers: ‘Teachers and Helpers’ are the primary care and
comfort providers for our children. Our teachers and other
staffs are periodically trained by our experts in the field of
early childhood education. In addition to this, our helpers
are sensitive towards our tiny tots to look after their needs.

These are the best ways of utilizing the utmost curiosity of
children during their age to bring him/her in a vibrant
atmosphere where s/he makes friends, learns, enjoys and
explores new themes and concepts with fun.

THE AGE APPROPRIATE EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE

S

hanti Juniors provides an age
appropriate early childhood care
and education integrated in a
joyful environment to lay a strong
foundation in a child. A kaleidoscope of
activities, community understanding as
well as in-house events supports the allround nurturing of children.
“Healthy Me” is a priority for our little
ones at ‘Shanti Juniors’ through ‘Snack
Time Table’ made by professional
nutritionists to take care of nutritional
needs of our toddlers. Health check-ups
by doctors/pediatricians and follow up of
their observations and recommendations
promotes fitness at Shanti Juniors.

S

hanti Juniors treats parents as cotravellers in this journey. We invite
parents to be a part of all developmental
programs and share their ideas & views.
“Parentales” is one of the inspiring
initiatives for positive parenting by Shanti
Juniors.

Ice-Cream
Shop

arentales
By Shanti Juniors

ACADEMIC TRAININGS & TEACHING APPROACH

PRACTICAL LEARNING &
PERIODIC ASSESSMENTS

QUESTIONING BEHAVIOR:
HOW, WHY, WHAT IS IT?

M

C

anners and etiquettes are ranked as
the most important quality to nurture
for the development of the child.
Inculcating good manners in children is very
important for every child's self confidence and
success in life.

hildren need to have a feeling of
belonging and learning, intertwined
totally. This enables the children to adapt
new ideas and theories. Discussing, arguing and
exploring each idea gives birth to the new
horizon of thoughts :

Out of several skills to be developed, pre-writing
(scribbling) skills, phonics & practical learning
skills are majorly focused to develop and support
opportunities for your child to begin writing &
expressing.

imagination as it enables them to describe,
explain and justify their thinking. This provides
time for reflection and discussion on their own
and with each other's ideas.

Reflection: The growth of child's creative

Knowledge & Skill: Children need a strong
knowledge and skill based upon which they can
build and explore their emerging ideas.

Environment:

It is easier to enhance

creativity by changing conditions in the
environment and then trying to make the children
think more effectively.

Uninterrupted Time:

Each child

explores, investigates, follows their interests
until they have absorbed it completely giving
them space to put things aside, as they may
wish to revisit to consolidate the knowledge.

?

SHANTI JUNIORS
TOWARDS TEACHNOLOGY

PRACTICAL LEARNING &
REPLICA CREATIONS:

C

hildren experiment with different roles as
they explore the familiar and the
unknown through pretend play. This area
is filled with props and dress-up clothes to
encourage imagination. One day it might be a
kitchen with a play stove, sink and dishes; the
next day it might be a post office, restaurant or
airport. Children learn to work with other
children, to share and to make compromises
(who get to be the mother? The father? The
baby?). They also practice verbal skills and
develop an understanding of symbolic
representation that leads to the development of
reading and writing skills.

Science: The teacher puts out interesting
objects from nature, such as leaves, rocks,
seashells etc for children to examine with a
magnifying glass, papers and markers to draw
them.

Outdoor Playground: Our each PreSchool sights as a safe, enclosed area with
structures for climbing and balancing to
encourage large muscle control and
coordination.

I

ntegrating the right type of technology and
teaching method for the appropriate
development of every child at 'Shanti Juniors'
is what we call as 'TEACHNOLOGY'. Our
'Teachnology' project is set to aid the classroom
learning in a fun-filled manner in the Kindergarten
program. Our curriculum team has carefully
designed the contents of the 'Readers', such that
it is a revision of the curriculum that is being
implemented in the class with interesting audiovisuals to hold the child's attention and
recapitulate concepts.

Fine & Gross Motor Skills: We make sure

Interactive Content: Following the

that the child develops fine and gross motor skills

principles of child development as well as the
recent trends in research in education for early
years, we aim to add interesting and interactive
content through 'teachnology' for our Todd Care
as well as Nursery programs.

through our in-house well-researched and
proven teaching aids and educational
equipments.

Shanti Juniors launches first time in India, the
app-based curriculum, where all the worksheets
and academic aids have been developed on
interactive App in the form of Games & Puzzles.
Now, Your Child will play and learn faster than
any other child & No More Worries of Your Child
being addicted to the Gadgets.

Watch Demonstration on Youtube

juniors app learn

Prime Features of “Juniors App Learn”

Anytime & Anywhere
Learning

P

Multi-Skills
Development

arents, have you ever succeeded of
keeping your children away from your
smart phones and tablets? Well, I know
you must have tried a lot but your child must be
addicted with that Gadget. Now, Shanti Juniors
brings a relief and a good news that your child
will learn, score and develop with our exclusively
customized app, which is based on our
curriculum and worksheets. “Juniors App Learn”
is the gateway of learning in the form of games &
puzzles.

Performance Based
Star Rating

Easy Revision

Gamified Curriculum

Concept Based
Digital Worksheets

FESTIVALS AND CELEBRATIONS

A

ashayein’ is our Annual Day Celebration
that provides a platform to children to
present their varied skills possessed
and developed throughout the year. It is an
opportunity to perform and present their skills
and make every parent proud about the apple of
their eye.
‘Sports Day’ at ‘Shanti Juniors’ promotes
physical health, sense of sportsmanship,
courtesy, social relationships, healthy
competition and overcoming challenges among
the young ones which are some of the essential
lessons of life.
‘Samarpan’ is an expression of love, respect and
acceptance towards grandparents. It is an
innocent way of expressing gratitude for those
wonderful stories, lullabies, cultural values and
traditions gifted by them. ‘Samarpan’ is the heart
felt acknowledgement of grandparentgrandchild bond.
‘Splash’ of colors, creativity, fun and frolic. This
event defines our summer, winter and Christmas
camps conducted during holidays to keep up
high spirits in all our little juniors. ‘Splash’ is our
way of encouraging imagination, creativity,
togetherness and holiday celebrations with
children. This is just another reason for kids to
come to ‘Shanti Juniors’.
‘Milestone’ is the big leap from one level of the
learning ladder to the next achieving
developmental milestone. A graduation robe
with a loud roar of applause praises our little
juniors for their efforts so far and motivates little
feet to move ahead.

SHANTI
JUNIORS’
FEATURING

EXIT PROFILE OF A CHILD
Will be able to impress their teachers with their linguistic skills and logical & analytical mind
Will impress everyone with their knowledge about world and things around them
Will be Well-Mannered & Etiquettal
Pre-Writing Skill Developed alongwith Language formation
Sensory Simulation
Matured individuals with an attitude of ‘learning for life’
Practically-Learned Individual

SHANTI EDUCATIONAL
INITIATIVES LIMITED
Pre-School to B-School under the single roof of
SEIL (Shanti Educational Initiatives Limited ).
Where Pre-School Segment brings world to the
classrooms, K-12 Schools helps the children to
deal with themselves in the external
environment and our Business Schools inspires
them to explore the world and begin to live.
Shanti’s Hopskotch is based on “Freedom of
Movement of Thoughts”.It’s premium category
pre-school chain catering to niche segment.
The Premium Category Pre-School Chain

At, Shanti Asiatic School, we provide a holistic
educational experience in a dynamic learning
environment. We assess the individual potential
of each child and follow experiential &
instructional approaches that suit different
learning styles.
Shanti Business School (SBS) is a center of
excellence for management studies. At SBS, we
shall produce sought after industry relevant
corporate leaders who are adaptable to the
changing socio-economical world order in a
globalised environment. The objective is
attained through a methodology based on
experiential learning, electives with cutting edge
content aimed at specialization.

CELEBRATING

A Division of SEIL

The Shanti Educational Initiatives Limited (SEIL)
is a corporate citizenship initiated by the Chiripal
Group, a Rs. 5000 Crore conglomerate involved
in textiles, BOPP, Petrochemicals, Real Estates
and Education in India. This has been established
with the objective of creating interfaces with
society. Education is one of the portals which
shall be instrumental in helping the Chiripal
Family to return back to the society.

EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Celebrate Knowledge

Fostering Change

Shanti
Educational
Initiatives
Limited
TM

I am very happy that teacher takes so much
time to understand my Kid. I felt my child is
blessed to have such teachers and I am sure
with them, I can train my kid to be the best.

Ms. Naini Dave, Mother of Kushagra
(Jr. Kg), South Bopal, A’bad.
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I was always worried when I saw my
neighbors’ kids crying early in the morning
only to avoid school. But with my son, I didn't
have to experience this for long. Now, he is
all time excited to go to school. Thanks for
providing a homely environment.

Mr. Nallabali, Father of Bhaumik
(Nursery), Chandanagar, Hyderabad.

My Child is good in etiquettes, recognition,
phonics, exploration, crafting & creativity
than other children. Indeed, Shanti Juniors’
teaching methodology is unique and
engaging for my child.

Mr. Sathwik, Father of Bandi (Jr. KG),
AECS Layout, Bangalore.

I came back home after office and my child
welcomed me “Good Evening” with a smile
for the first time. I felt proud & emotional on
that day. Thanks to Shanti Juniors.

Mr. Deliwala, Father of Yatharth
(Todd Care), Moshi, Pune.

Excellent Development - Yaksha has become

I was impressed with the children

more confident and bold. Now she takes

performing fearless on the stage during

interest in all kind of things.

annual day event.

Mr. Vikram Singh Bhati, Father of
Yaksha (Nursery), Vaishali Nagar,

Ms. Pritiparna, Mother of

Jaipur.

Priyanshi (Todd Care), Patna.

PARENTS

&CHILDREN

EMOTIONALLY ACROSS INDIA

“

“

TOUCHING SEVERAL LIVES OF

COME, CELEBRATE
CHILDHOOD
WITH US.

I don't just scribble on worksheets but,
I also tap on tabs and learn through technology.

I am a New Age Junior!

1st time in India - The Mobile app-based conceptual
learning with

SHANTI EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES LIMITED
th
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Changing Perspectives

